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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The objective of this deliverable is to document the delivery of tools for Social Network 
Analysis (SNA)-based Community Support and Collaboration Mediation tools and their 
integration into the RAGE Ecosystem. 

The underlying functionality is implemented by the ReaderBench framework, which is an open-
source framework that integrates advanced Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques. 
The opportunities for integration with the RAGE Ecosystem were twofold: 

a) The Ecosystem of RAGE components. Providing the functionality of ReaderBench as a 
set of components to enable developers of applied games to make use of the analytics 
functionality. 

b) Using the ReaderBench framework directly in the operation of the RAGE Ecosystem 
Portal. 

Opportunity a) has been fully taken advantage of and ReaderBench has become a major part of 
the components offered in the Ecosystem Portal (see D3.2). Opportunity b) has been fully 
prepared be it the low volume of user data in the Ecosystem Portal (April 2018) forced us to 
develop proofs and tests with alternative datasets. 

This deliverable gives a brief overview of the ReaderBench framework, in particular the 
Cohesion Network Analysis (CNA) model and the underlying methodologies. External datasets 
consisting of online chat conversations and discussions performed on blogs and online 
communities were used for testing and validation.  

Dedicated components integrated in the ReaderBench assets and published online on the 
ReaderBench website as interactive demos enable the automated analysis of chat 
conversations, on one hand, as well as the analysis of online communities, on the other hand. 
These analyses are accessible through the ReaderBench Application Programming 
Interface (API) which exposes multiple advanced NLP services. 

An overview of the ReaderBench website is presented as a peer-reviewed conference 
proceedings paper (Gutu, Dascalu, Trausan-Matu, & Dessus, 2016). The website integrates 
multiple demonstrations of the functionalities provided by the ReaderBench components.  

In terms of structure, this deliverable introduces a detailed description of the CNA model, as well 
as the main features of analyzing different Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning 
environments – e.g., chat conversations or online communities. Section 2 provides details with 
regards to Cohesion Network Analysis, its corresponding representation of discourse structure 
(i.e., cohesion graph), as well as the generated sociograms. Section 3 presents four use cases 
in which ReaderBench was successfully employed, as well as the envisioned use case for the 
RAGE Ecosystem. The following sections provide specific outputs of the CSCL processing 
endpoint together with brief technical details, while the last section concludes this deliverable 
and includes follow-up actions concerning the RAGE Ecosystem. 

The principal methods that will be used in the Ecosystem Portal are: 

 Identification of negative and positive feedback, identification of central users using 
CNA hierarchical clustering and identification of major topics of discussion / keywords.  

 Support for components developers: product improvement, monitor user satisfaction, 
customer engagement and marketing. 

 Support for portal operators: better understanding of users’ needs, market research and 
support in moderation. 

In addition, a potential approach for creating the dialogue supporting the Ecosystem is to 
integrate with existing social spaces, where developers are already operating. As a preliminary 
case study, an integration of the Ecosystem with Stack Exchange has been implemented and 
tested. This integration is intended as the future source for the NLP analyses supporting the 
beforementioned use-case. 
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2. THEORETICAL FRAMING 

“One says the things which one feels the need to say, and which the other will not understand: 
one speaks for oneself alone.” Marcel Proust 

The dialogue is “any kind of human sense-making, semiotic practice, action, interaction, thinking 
or communication, as long as these phenomena are „dialogically‟ or „dialogistically‟ understood” 
Per Linell 

2.1 Overview and Cohesion Network Analysis 

As Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) gains a broader usage, the need for 
automated tools capable of supporting tutors in the time-consuming process of analyzing 
conversations becomes more stringent. Therefore, starting from dialogism and a cohesion-
based model of discourse, we have developed two computational models for assessing 
participation and collaboration. The first model is based on a cohesion graph and can be 
perceived as a longitudinal analysis of the ongoing conversation, thus accounting for 
collaboration from a social knowledge-building perspective. In the second approach, 
collaboration is regarded from a dialogical perspective as the intertwining or synergy of voices 
pertaining to different speakers, therefore enabling a transversal analysis of subsequent 
discussion slices. 

The term cohesion refers to the incidence of explicit lexical, grammatical, or semantic text cues 
that help readers make connections among the presented ideas. Halliday and Hasan provided a 
detailed analysis of cohesion and suggested that it can be represented as the “relations of 
meaning that exist within the text, and that define it as a text” (Halliday & Hasan, 1976). Within 
the analyses of discourse, cohesion plays an important role in identifying the structural relations 
between the main components of discourse (McNamara, Louwerse, McCarthy, & Graesser, 
2010). Several approaches can be used to assess textual cohesion, including the frequency of 
discourse connectors such as cue words (e.g., “but”, “because”) or phrases (e.g., “in order to”, 
“on the other hand”) (McNamara, Graesser, McCarthy, & Cai, 2014), referring expressions (e.g., 
nouns that function to identify some object or event) (Jurafsky & Martin, 2009), and the semantic 
similarity between concepts in the text. Semantic similarity can be represented in a number of 
ways, such as through the semantic “distance” calculated between words in lexical networks 
(Budanitsky & Hirst, 2006) or through the use of  semantic models such as Latent Semantic 
Analysis (LSA) (Landauer & Dumais, 1997), Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei, Ng, & 
Jordan, 2003), and word2vec (Mikolov, Chen, Corrado, & Dean, 2013). These semantic 
distance models have been used to assess text cohesion in isolation, as well as in combination 
with other textual metrics, such as word repetition (Dascalu, 2014). 

Cohesion Network Analysis is theoretically grounded in dialogism and relies on cohesion indices 
to analyze the structure of a particular discourse. As shown in Figure 1, the CNA participation 
model: a) starts from the cohesion graph as an underlying discourse representation, b) applies 
the cohesion scoring mechanism, and c) uses the sociogram to model quality of the dialogue 
presented as multithreaded polyphonic structure, thus generating four quantitative indices to 
estimate the participation of each CSCL member. These stages are described in detail in the 
following sections. 

Overall, CNA builds a cohesion-centered, macro level representation of discourse by relying on 
micro-level content or, more specifically, discourse constituents present in the participants’ 
contributions that comprise the conversation’s discussion threads. Once this representation has 
been generated, multiple quantitative indices can be extracted and used to predict the degree of 
participation or overall engagement of learners in CSCL conversations. 
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Figure 1. Visual representation of the CNA model used to assess participation. 

Within the context of chat conversations, high cohesion denotes a consistent discourse among 
participants in terms of approached topics (see Table 1), while low cohesion is typically 
indicative of topic changes, multiple concurrent discussion threads or off-topic contributions (see 
Table 2) (Dascalu, Trausan-Matu, McNamara, & Dessus, 2015). Both Table 1 and Table 2 
present excerpts from the corpus of chat conversations (Gutu, Dascalu, Rebedea, & Trausan-
Matu, 2017) used to validate the CNA model introduced later in the paper. In addition, the 
excerpts introduce explicit reference identifiers to previous utterances from the conversation that 
were introduced by the users while discussing in the ConcerChat (Holmer, Kienle, & Wessner, 
2006) graphical user interface. Table 2 has longer contributions with more elaborated ideas 
centered on CSCL technologies, which can be used together to define a new collaboration 
framework. Semantically related concepts are frequently used together (e.g., “project” – 
“company” – “customer” – “employee” – “staff” – “productivity” – “technology”) and the 
contributions are highly cohesive within the presented context. The excerpt from Table 2 is 
characterized by a frequent shift between technologies and, although the framing is the same 
(i.e., benefits and disadvantages of CSCL technologies), the points of view vary greatly and 
make references to completely different external concepts, thus decreasing the overall 
cohesion. 

Because of its focus on connections among text ideas, cohesion is expected to be strongly 
correlated with the concept of inter-animation in dialogism. Dialogism is based on the inter-
animation of voices viewed in an extended sense (Trausan-Matu, Dascalu, & Rebedea, 2014), 
or participants’ points of view, which by their very nature and definition are cohesive, including 
both convergences and divergences (Trausan-Matu, Stahl, & Sarmiento, 2007). While the act of 
reaching convergence and consensus is cohesive in its nature, divergence also might create the 
premises of a cohesive dialogue in which potentially opposite points of view relating to a single 
given topic are exposed and eventually may converge to a consensus. 

Table 1. Conversation excerpt denoting a high cohesion between contributions from multiple 
participants. 

Participant 
ID 

Utterance 
ID 

Referenced 
Utterance ID 

Text 

1 18  there are many things we can consider: wikis, 
google wave, forums, blogs, chat and many more 

2 19  let's begin with the description of our project 

1 20 19 well, our software company has produced many 
applications for mobile phones and other mobile 
devices. so far we have many satisfied customers 
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Participant 
ID 

Utterance 
ID 

Referenced 
Utterance ID 

Text 

and employees, but we need more 

3 21  basically we need to add some ways for our 
employees to communicate better, in order to 
increase our productivity 

1 22  one of the essential things we need is good 
collaboration between our staff members, and that 
includes everything from chit-chat to technical 
details 

2 23 20 Ok and in order to do this we need to use the best 
technologies. 

Table 2. Conversation sample denoting dialogism, including divergences, but a lower cohesion 
between adjacent contributions specific to brainstorming sessions. 

Participant 
ID 

Utterance 
ID 

Referenced 
Utterance ID 

Text 

1 39 36 in chats everything can be messy, but the only 
thing really important is that you get your answer 
very fast 

2 40 29 with forums on your website you can earn a lot of 
money 

3 41 37 the same thing with blogs you can build a 
community and be in contact one with each other 
all the time 

2 42 40 if the website is well advertised 

1 43 38 you are missing something ... the success of the 
Wikipedia may not necessarily be replicated 
elsewhere. 

1 44 38 and, most important, a collaborative Wiki may 
suffer from a lack of a strong vision or leadership 

2.2 The Cohesion Graph 

Our overall aim is to computationally assess learners’ participation in CSCL conversations 
through the development and application of a computational model of the cohesion of a 
particular discourse. Cohesion Network Analysis provides means to score utterances and 
analyze discourse structure within collaborative conversations by combining NLP techniques 
with Social Network Analysis (Newman, 2010; Wasserman & Faust, 1994). To this end, the 
CNA model first estimates the cohesion of a CSCL conversation through the use of multiple 
semantic similarity metrics (Dascalu, Trausan-Matu, McNamara, & Dessus, 2015). Figure 2 
introduces the overall automated evaluation process whose stages are presented in detail in 
this section. Our method can be employed on any conversation transcripts or discussion 
threads generated separately from CSCL environments that afterwards become input files in our 
processing pipeline. 

The chat conversations are first pre-processed using specific NLP techniques (Manning & 
Schütze, 1999), such as tokenization, splitting, part-of-speech tagging, parsing, stop words 
elimination, stemming, and lemmatization. The cohesion score is then calculated as an 
aggregate of semantic distances (Budanitsky & Hirst, 2006). In alignment with our previous 
studies (Dascalu, 2014), we assess cohesion using a combination of techniques, specifically a 
(non-latent) word-based index (i.e., Wu-Palmer ontology-based semantic similarity (Wu & 
Palmer, 1994) combined with Latent Semantic Analysis, Latent Dirichlet Allocation and 
word2vec, described in detail later on in this section). These indices act as complementary 
components to better reflect semantic relationships in comparison to a single semantic model. 

Cohesion indices are then applied to a social network comprised of dialogue to estimate 
connections between discourse elements. The resulting cohesion graph (Dascalu, Trausan-
Matu, & Dessus, 2013; Trausan-Matu, Dascalu, & Dessus, 2012), a generalization of the 
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utterance graph (Trausan-Matu, Stahl, & Sarmiento, 2007), serves as a proxy for the underlying 
semantic content of discourse (McNamara, Graesser, McCarthy, & Cai, 2014). 

 

Figure 2. CNA automated processing workflow. 

The cohesion graph is multi-layered and contains different types of nodes (Dascalu, 2014). The 
entire conversation is represented as the central node that is decomposed into participants' 
contributions and, subsequently, into the underlying sentences and words. Between different 
layers of the hierarchy, cohesive links are introduced in order to measure the strength of the 
inclusion, which is represented in terms of the relevance of an utterance with respect to the 
entire conversation or the impact of a word for each contribution. In addition, mandatory links 
are established between adjacent utterances in order to model the information flow throughout 
the discourse. These adjacency links are useful for identifying cohesion gaps that are most 
likely caused by a change in the discussed topics or a shift towards a different discussion 
thread. The explicit links, added by participants within the graphical interface to denote 
discourse relatedness (see e.g., ConcertChat) (Holmer, Kienle, & Wessner, 2006), are also 
integrated within the cohesion graph as mandatory links. In terms of explicit links, collaborative 
environments (in our specific case, ConcerChat) allow users to make explicit graphical links to 
prior contributions, including the “reply-to” functionality. Moreover, some CSCL environments 
include the possibility to share objects in a white board, thus creating a different kind of 
coherence links. The latter type of links is not considered in our model, which relies solely on 
text inputs. 

In addition, cohesive links are introduced as connectors between possible highly related 
contributions using an imposed window of 20 utterances. The latter value was experimentally 
determined as an analogy to the observation that users feel the need to add explicit links to 
previous utterances within a maximum window of 20 utterances. Specifically, Rebedea (2012) 
reported that more than 99% of the explicit links created by users in the CSCL chat environment 
are within a span of 20 utterances, thus arguing for the dimension of our analysis window. 
Pairwise comparisons are performed for all contribution pairs within the previously defined 
sliding window. Links between two selected contributions that have a relatedness value higher 
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than the average plus standard deviation of all pairwise LSA, LDA and word2vec semantic 
similarity scores (described later on) are added to our CNA graph as cohesive links. 

Latent Semantic Analysis. LSA is an NLP technique that highlights co-occurrence relations 
between words and text documents through the development of a vector-space representation 
of semantic information (Deerwester et al., 1989; Deerwester, Dumais, Furnas, Landauer, & 
Harshman, 1990; Dumais, 2004; Landauer & Dumais, 1997). The resulting vector-space model 
is used to evaluate the semantic similarity between words and text documents (Landauer, Foltz, 
& Laham, 1998; Manning & Schütze, 1999). To develop these semantic models, LSA applies an 
unsupervised learning process to a large corpus of natural language texts, which are relevant 
for a particular domain. This process first involves the calculation of a sparse term-document 
matrix that designates the occurrence of individual words in corresponding documents. LSA 
relies on a “bag-of-words” approach as it disregards words’ order and uses only normalized 
term occurrences. The indirect link induced between groups of terms and documents is 
obtained through a singular-value decomposition (Golub & Reinsch, 1970; Landauer, Laham, & 
Foltz, 1998), followed by a reduction of the matrixes’ dimensionality by applying a projection 
over k predefined dimensions, similar to the least-squares method. The semantic distance 
between concepts or textual elements can be assessed through the calculation of their cosine 
similarity. 

Latent Dirichlet Allocation. Similar to LSA, LDA is an NLP technique that provides information 
about the semantic content of a text. This technique generates topic models based on an 
inference mechanism of underlying topic structures through a generative probabilistic process 
(Blei, Ng, & Jordan, 2003). Based on the assumption that documents consist of multiple topics, 
each document in a corpus is considered to consist of a random mixture of topics that occur 
throughout the entire corpus. A topic is a Dirichlet distribution (Kotz, Balakrishnan, & Johnson, 
2000) over the space of thematically related terms that have similar probabilities of occurrences. 
Although each topic from the model contains all words with a corresponding probability, a 
remarkable demarcation can be observed between salient versus dominant concepts after the 
inference phase. As such, LDA topics reflect sets of concepts that co-occur more frequently 
(Blei & Lafferty, 2009). Despite the fact that LDA models rely on a few latent variables, exact 
inference is generally intractable (Heinrich, 2008). Therefore, approximate inference algorithms 
are used in practice, out of which Gibbs sampling (Griffiths, 2002) seems to be the most 
appropriate and frequently used alternative. Because KL divergence (Kullback & Leibler, 1951) 
is not symmetric, therefore an improper distance measure, the inverse of the Jensen-Shannon 
dissimilarity (Cha, 2007; Manning & Schütze, 1999) can be used as a symmetrically smoothed 
alternative for expressing semantic similarity between textual fragments. 

Word2vec (Mikolov, Chen, Corrado, & Dean, 2013) is one of the most recent methods used for 
representing words and phrases in a vector-space model with a limited number of dimensions 
called word embeddings. These embeddings are computed using a neural network model which 
is able to process larger volumes of text than any of the previous methods that compute word 
embeddings or vector representations. The resulted embedded space is afterwards used to 
compute semantic similarity between words and phrases. In the case of word2vec, each 
embedding is computed by using the context before and after each word occurrence in the 
training dataset. This way, words co-occurring in similar contexts are represented closer in the 
embedded space, while words that do not share similar context are represented in different 
regions of this space (are farther apart). 

2.3 The CNA Sociogram 

The CNA sociogram reflects the interaction between participants through cohesive links and, 
consequently, is an important data structure from which participation is assessed (see Figures 
4-7 with corresponding use cases). The sociogram captures actor-actor ties and represents a 
collided view of the multithreaded polyphonic structure. Starting from the previously built CNA 
cohesion graph, we sum all links’ scores (i.e., individual contributions scores multiplied by the 
corresponding semantic similarity values) from the entire conversation between two speakers; 
the latter cumulative scores reflect the impact of the interchanged utterances between speakers 
(Dascalu, Chioasca, & Trausan-Matu, 2008). Instead of counting the exchanged utterances 
between participants, which can be considered the baseline in modeling actor-actor ties, our 
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sociogram uses both the cohesion between the utterances, as well as their previously defined 
importance scores, to take into account the quality of the dialogue. 

Starting from the sociogram, specific Social Network Analysis metrics can be applied on the 
directed graph in order to measure centrality or participation. First, indegree and outdegree 
centralities are computed as the sum of cohesive links to and from other participants. While 
outdegree reflects each member’s active participation within the community, indegree can be 
perceived as a form of popularity or prominence. Second, betweenness centrality (Bastian, 
Heymann, & Jacomy, 2009) reflects the status of central nodes that, if eliminated, would highly 
reduce or eliminate communication among other participants. In other words, those participants 
act as bridges for the information exchange between the members of the community. Third, 
closeness centrality (Sabidussi, 1966) represents the inverse distance to all other nodes in the 
graph, a higher value reflecting a participant's stronger connection to other nodes. 

In addition to the sociogram, the evolution chart from Figure 3 is descriptive in terms of 
observing interaction patterns. The chart is based on the cumulative utterance scores, similar to 
the visualizations provided by Polyphony (Trausan-Matu, Rebedea, Dragan, & Alexandru, 2007) 
and A.S.A.P. (Dascalu, Chioasca, & Trausan-Matu, 2008). At each step of the conversation, the 
cumulated score for the speaker is increased with the importance score of the uttered 
contribution, thus modeling each member’s participation up to a given moment. For example, 
zones with a high slope are indicative of monologue from one participant with a diminished 
involvement of others. Figure 3 provides an example of a particular chat, namely the 8

th
 

conversation selected for our validation study, comprising 4 participants. In this example, all of 
the utterances from the conversation transcript with the identifiers from 220 up to 235 pertain 
solely to Participant 3; from 242 to 261, only two utterances do not belong to Participant 4, 
whereas Participant 1 completely dominated the discussion between 288 up to 300. Therefore, 
the generated graph clearly highlights zones with differential involvement of participants within 
the ongoing conversation – i.e., monologue of one participant and the stagnation of all other 
members’ evolution lines. A more suitable configuration for participation within the given 
instructional setting in which users should have collaborated with each other would contain 
comparable growths of multiple participants. This translates into a more equitable involvement 
of multiple speakers, similar to the situations presented in both chat excerpts from Tables 1 and 
2. 

 

Figure 3. Evolution chart highlighting monologues of certain participants. 

Overall, based on the previous analysis, four quantitative indices for participation emerge: 
a) cumulative utterance scores per participant (i.e., the sum of individual contribution scores that 
were uttered by a certain participant), as well as b) indegree, and c) outdegree SNA metrics 
(i.e., sum of scores corresponding to inbound and outbound edges for a given node) computed 
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from the sociogram. This can also be perceived as an extension on CNA in terms of modeling 
the interaction between different participants in a polyphonic manner, through cohesion. 

2.4 Integration of Multiple CNA Graphs 

Starting from the analysis of a single conversation at a time, our model was further extended to 
facilitate the evaluation of online communities (Popescu, Dascalu, Becheru, Crossley, & 
Trausan-Matu, 2016) by generalizing the assessment of isolated threads to an aggregation 
facility of multiple discussion threads. Similar to the process introduced by Suthers and Rosen 
(2011) of constructing a global network based on traces from fragmented logs, we enable the 
evaluation of participation at a macroscopic level, not only at the level of individual discussions. 
The discrepancy between a local view and a global one has multiple implications, and specific 
technical aspects need to be taken into consideration when merging multiple discussion 
threads. From a technical perspective, the shift requires the aggregation of individual utterance 
scores from each conversation CNA cohesion graph and building a global sociogram of all 
unique participants on which SNA metrics can be applied. Overall, the exploration of different 
user distributions, goals, and configurations is intended to offer a broader perspective on how 
participation evolves and to employ our CNA model in different educational scenarios.  
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3. USE CASES 

This section describes practical applications and scenarios that use or could integrate the Social 
Network Analysis and Discourse Analysis services provided by ReaderBench. The first 
applications cover scenarios used within educational experiments, which were presented in 
detail in scientific papers. Afterwards follows an analysis coupled with recommendations of 
improving the RAGE Ecosystem to make full usage of these services. The presented use cases 
cover both individual conversations, as well as different online communities. 

Use Case 1 – Individual Chat Conversations (Dascalu, McNamara, 
Trausan-Matu, & Allen, 2017) 

This use case was centered on an in-depth analysis of 10 chat conversations (selected out of a 
collection of 100 chats based on the exhibited traits) in which multiple students debated the 
advantages of different CSCL technologies. An average of 320 contributions per chat was 
observed and the majority of conversations were attended by four to five students. 

The results of the experiments provided promising support for the use of automated 
computational assessments of collaborative participation and of individuals’ degrees of active 
involvement in CSCL environments. Social Network Analysis metrics, applied to the Cohesion 
Network Analysis sociogram, were used to assess the quality of each member’s degree of 
participation. The CNA indices were strongly correlated to the human evaluations. A stepwise 
regression analysis indicated that the CNA indices collectively predicted 54% of the variance of 
the human ratings. 

Use Case 2 – Online Communities (M. D. Sirbu et al., 2017) 

Besides introducing a novel processing pipeline, our aim was to provide and in-depth analysis of 
different online communities, namely an online knowledge building community for learning math 
versus a gaming community with a similar number of participants. From the global views of the 
entire community (see Figure 4) the following behavioral remarks can be drawn: a) gaming 
communities have a higher density of members and of contributions; b) the blog owner has a 
leading role in terms of the Open Knowledge Base Connectivity (OKBC), being right at the 
center of the community; c) although views can be rather cluttered in some cases, connectivity 
among participants exhibits different patterns – direct connections with the blog owner in OKBC, 
in contrast to free discussions among a wider audience specific to gaming communities. 

(a) 
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(b) 

  
Figure 4. Global sociograms within the selected (a) OKBC and (b) gaming community. 

Use Case 3 – Online Math Course (Crossley, Barnes, Lynch, & McNamara, 
2017; M.-D. Sirbu et al., in press) 

Another scenario was based on an Online Math Course platform which included multiple forum 
discussion thread. Out of the group of 250 enrolled students, only 169 made posts on the forum. 
The total number of contributions was 2,548. A statistical analysis explained roughly 20% of 
variance in the final student scores. Figure 5 shows the overall interactions between students 
who were split into three categories based on a hierarchical clustering algorithm: central users, 
who consisted of students who were involved in many discussions, active users, who 
participated in a moderate number of discussions, and peripheral users, who showed a low 
involvement. 

 

Figure 5. Sociogram corresponding to an Online Math Course. 
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Figure 6 shows how the interactions changed for a group of selected users within the entire 
semester. It can be noticed that active users maintained their involvement throughout the entire 
period, while the beginning and the end of the period showed only a few active users. With 
regards to central users, they were more active at the beginning of semester, they showed 
moderate involvement at the middle of the period and very low involvement at the end. The 
number of peripheral users also decreased throughout the period, although reported to the 
specific week, their involvement was higher at the end of semester. 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Evolution of interactions between members of the Online Math Course in different subsequent 
weeks. 

Use Case 4 – Massive Open Online Courses (Crossley, Dascalu, Baker, 
McNamara, & Trausan-Matu, 2017) 

Another use case was performed on a Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) Platform (about 
48,000 members). The targeted course on Educational Data Mining had 638 students who 
completed it and received a certificate, out of which 319 had at least 50 words in their 
aggregated posts (but 132 did not finish the course). A total number of 4,080 forum posts was 
generated. A Leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) obtained an accuracy of 75.9% while 
predicting completion rates. Figure 7 depicts interactions between students on the MOOC’s 
forum. It can be observed that the number of interactions was very high in the first week, a 
moderate interaction was observed at the middle of semester (Week 4), while at the end of 
semester (Week 8) the interactions were extremely low. 

Week 1 Week 4 Week 8 

 
  

Figure 7. Discussions performed by students on the forum in subsequent weeks of the course. 
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Use Case 5 - The RAGE Ecosystem 

Besides the previous learning scenarios, an additional one could consider the RAGE Game 
Components Ecosystem (https://gamecomponents.eu, also see D6.4). However, the current 
version of the ecosystem doesn’t currently provide enough data. Out of its current 
functionalities, one that could be considered for integration is the scoring system which uses a 
five-star voting and computes the average feedback score together with the number of voters. 
However, only about half of the published components have corresponding feedback scores 
provided and part of them rely on a very small number of ratings (usually less than 5). 

The RAGE Ecosystem allows developers to incorporate additional resources such as 
SlideShare presentations, YouTube videos or Mendeley references. This kind of resources 
could be used to gather external data like: number of views for the presentations and videos, 
number of comments, number of citations between papers or semantically related papers. 
Similar to the scoring system, these resources are not widely used, just a small part of the 
components having at least one additional resource incorporated. 

Considering this situation, at present, an analysis of the RAGE Ecosystem Social Network and 
the performing of Discourse Analysis would not bring any relevant results because of the very 
small set of input data. Estimated numbers of required data to gather significant results would 
be: at least 20 feedback scores for each component, at least five resources (out of SlideShare 
presentations, YouTube videos or Mendeley references) provided for each component, coupled 
with text interactions between users. Thus, the implementation of additional functionalities, such 
as the integration of comments for each component or the integration of a forum, could enable a 
more advanced CNA analysis. 

At present, the envisioned ecosystem use cases are: 

 For component developers: product improvement, monitor user satisfaction, customer 
engagement and marketing outcomes. 

 For portal operators: better understanding of users’ needs, market research and support 
in moderation. 

In addition, we consider the following methods for the Ecosystem advanced NLP analyses: the 
identification of negative and positive feedback, the identification of central users using CNA 
hierarchical clustering, and the identification of major topics of discussion / keywords. 

A potential dataset of discussion threads for the NLP analyses can be gathered using the 
prototype Stack Exchange interface of the Ecosystem designed to establish associations 
between technical discussions and the development of RAGE components. The system is 
based on previous implementations using the ReaderBench services in the Ecosystem Portal. 
However, the practical use of these features was limited by the current user base in which 
developers have much more direct modes of interaction (e.g., direct connections between 
project partners, and contacts via e-mail directly to the developers) and of getting support, 
instead of falling back to Stack Exchange. 

Sum up, ReaderBench provides an a-posteriori analysis of interactions. Currently, there is not 
yet sufficient data to perform data analytics using the CNA model because: a matching network 
of social interactions has not yet emerged, there are no text contributions provided by users, 
and there is a limited timeframe to look for synergies. Moreover, the overall number of users is 
too low to model a sociogram. 

https://gamecomponents.eu/
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4. THE COMPUTER-SUPPORTED COLLABORATIVE LEARNING ENDPOINT 

A dedicated endpoint for Automated Assessment of Participation and Collaboration in CSCL 
Conversations was developed within the ReaderBench API and is publicly available through 
POST requests sent at http://readerbench.com/api/cscl-processing. A client demo for this 
service is also implemented within the ReaderBench website for testing purposes. Custom 
applications may be developed using the server’s response data. 

This service provides: 

 Topic mining; 

 Participation assessment via the interaction graph & evolution monitoring; 

 Collaboration evaluation derived from Cohesion Network Analysis (Social KB model); 

 Participation and collaboration indices for each conversation member. 

The input parameters are the following: 

 The conversation file to be processed, which has to be provided in a standardized XML 
format; 

 The language of the conversation – our experiments were performed for English; 

 The corpus to be used by the LSA, LDA and word2vec models – we recommend the 
usage of TASA, which consists of both general and specific terms; 

 The similarity threshold value for the generation of the concept map (set to 0.3 out of a 
maximum of 1, value denoting the semantic similarity); the semantic links between 
terms below this threshold are disregarded; 

 The enabling or disabling of the part-of-speech tagger, which is helpful for gathering 
more meaningful relations between words because of differentiating between nouns, 
verbs, adjectives and adverbs; 

 The enabling or disabling of the computation of dialogism processing, which is required 
for the determining of voices (i.e., points of view in the conversation). 

The output results provided by the endpoint are the following: 

 Participant interaction data denoting the Social Network Analysis – it can be used to 
visually map relations between participants; 

 Participant evolution data showing the semantic relevance of the utterances; 

 Social knowledge building data describing the knowledge brought by users to the 
conversation; 

 Voice overlap data showing the interaction of voices encapsulated within the 
conversation (this result is provided only if the dialogism input parameter is set to true); 

 Concept map data for the most significant terms together with the similarities between 
them which are higher than the threshold input parameter; 

 Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning indices denoting participants’ 
characteristics such as the number of contributions, the inter-animation degree, the 
overall score and many more. 

Figure 8 shows sample output results obtained within the CSCL demo published on the 
ReaderBench website for a random conversation. 

http://readerbench.com/api/cscl-processing
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Figure 8. CSCL demo output sample. 
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5. BRIEF TECHNICAL DETAILS 

The entire ReaderBench framework is written in Java 1.8 programming language and there are 
no external connections to third-party systems. All used libraries are open-source, free of 
charge for research purposes and are integrated in the Java project. ReaderBench is distributed 
under the Apache 2.0 license and is provided as an open-source software developed within the 
RAGE project. The textual corpora used for training the existing semantic models is protected 
by copyright, but the resulted models can be used for academic purposes and within the RAGE 
project. The current version of the ReaderBench framework is 3.0. 

Repositories: 

ReaderBench Framework (entire project): 

https://git.readerbench.com/ReaderBench/ReaderBench 

Stable release (v3.0): 

https://git.readerbench.com/ReaderBench/ReaderBench/tags/v3.0 

Deployment versions of ReaderBench: 

http://readerbench.com/deployment 

Demo web service REST endpoints: 

POST requests can be automatically processed in two steps: 

1. POST file to http://readerbench.com/api/file-upload (upload XML conversation to server) 
2. POST input parameters to http://readerbench.com/api/cscl-processing (perform CSCL 

processing) 

Additional information regarding the specification of the CSCL processing API endpoint is 
available in Appendix 1. 

6. PUBLICATIONS BASED ON THE WORK 

This section describes a list of publications related to CSCL processing and online communities 
published within the RAGE project: 

1. Dascalu, M., McNamara, D. S., Trausan-Matu, S., & Allen, L.K. (2018). Cohesion 
Network Analysis of CSCL Participation. Behavior Research Methods, 50(2), 604–619. 
doi: 10.3758/s13428-017-0888-4 (Q1 Journal, Appendix 2) 

2. Dascalu, M., Trausan-Matu, S., McNamara, D.S., and Dessus, P., 2015. ReaderBench 
– Automated Evaluation of Collaboration based on Cohesion and Dialogism. 
International Journal of Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning 10, 4, 395–423. 
(Q1 Journal, Appendix 3) 

3. Gutu, G., Dascalu, M., Rebedea, T., & Trausan-Matu, S. (2017). Time and Semantic 
Similarity – What is the Best Alternative to Capture Implicit Links in CSCL 
Conversations? In 12th Int. Conf. on Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning 
(CSCL 2017) (pp. 223–230). Philadelphia, PA: ISLS. (Category A, Appendix 4) 

4. Crossley, S. A., Dascalu, M., Baker, M., McNamara, D. S., & Trausan-Matu, S. (2017). 
Predicting Success in Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC) Using Cohesion Network 
Analysis. In 12th Int. Conf. on Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL 
2017) (pp. 103–110). Philadelphia, PA: ISLS. (Category A, Appendix 5) 

5. Gutu, G., Dascalu, M., Ruseti, S., Rebedea, T., & Trausan-Matu, S. (2017). Unlocking 
the Power of Word2Vec for Identifying Implicit Links. In ICALT2017 (pp. 199–200). 
Timisoara, Romania: IEEE. (Category B, Appendix 6) 

6. Paraschiv, I. C., Dascalu, M., Trausan-Matu, S., Nistor, N., Montes de Oca, A. M., & 
McNamara, D. S. (2017). Semantic Similarity versus Co-authorship Networks: A 
Detailed Comparison. In 3rd Int. Workshop DS-CSCL-2017, in conjunction with 
CSCS21 (pp. 566–570). Bucharest, Romania: IEEE. (ISI Indexed, Appendix 7) 

7. Sirbu, M. D., Secui, A., Dascalu, M., Crossley, S. A., Ruseti, S., & Trausan-Matu, S. 
(2016). Extracting Gamers' Opinions from Reviews. In SYNASC 2016 (pp. 227–232). 
Timisoara, Romania: IEEE (Category C, Appendix 8) 

https://git.readerbench.com/ReaderBench/ReaderBench
https://git.readerbench.com/ReaderBench/ReaderBench/tags/v3.0
http://readerbench.com/deployment
http://readerbench.com/deployment
http://readerbench.com/deployment
http://readerbench.com/deployment
http://readerbench.com/deployment
http://readerbench.com/deployment
http://readerbench.com/api/cscl-processing
http://readerbench.com/api/cscl-processing
http://readerbench.com/api/cscl-processing
http://readerbench.com/api/cscl-processing
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8. Popescu, E., Dascalu, M., Becheru, A., Crossley, S. A., & Trausan-Matu, S. (2016). 
Predicting Student Performance and Differences in Learning Styles based on Textual 
Complexity Indices applied on Blog and Microblog Posts – A Preliminary Study. In 16th 
IEEE Int. Conf. on Advanced Learning Technologies (ICALT 2016) (pp. 184–188). 
Austin, Texas: IEEE (Category B, Appendix 9) 

9. Dascalu, M., Popescu, E., Becheru, Alexandru, Crossley, S., & Trausan-Matu, S. 
(2016). Predicting Academic Performance Based on Students' Blog and Microblog 
Posts. In EC-TEL 2016 (pp. 370–376). Lyon, France: Springer (ISI Indexed, 
Appendix 10) 

10. Paraschiv, I. C., Dascalu, M., McNamara, D.S., & Trausan-Matu, S. (2016). Finding the 
Needle in a Haystack: Who are the most Central Authors within a Domain? In EC-TEL 
2016 (pp. 632–635). Lyon, France: Springer (ISI Indexed, Appendix 11) 

11. Dascalu, M., Stavarache, L.L., Dessus, P., Trausan-Matu, S., McNamara, D.S., & 
Bianco, M. (2015). ReaderBench: An Integrated Cohesion-Centered Framework. In EC-
TEL 2015 (pp. 505–508). Toledo, Spain: Springer (ISI Indexed, Appendix 12) 

12. Nistor, N., Dascalu, M., Stavarache, L.L., Serafin, Y., & Trausan-Matu, S. (2015). 
Informal Learning in Online Knowledge Communities: Predicting Community Response 
to Visitor Inquiries. In EC-TEL 2015 (pp. 447–452). Toledo, Spain: Springer (ISI 
Indexed, Appendix 13) 

13. Nistor, N., Dascalu, M., & Trausan-Matu, S. (2016). Newcomer Integration in Online 
Knowledge Communities: Exploring the Role of Dialogic Textual Complexity. In ICLS 
2016 (pp. 914–917). Singapore: International Society of the Learning Sciences (ISLS, 
Appendix 14) 

14. Trausan-Matu, S., & Dascalu, M. (2015). Visualization of Polyphonic Voices Inter-
animation in CSCL Chats. Revista Romana de Interactiune Om-Calculator, 8(4), 305–
322. (Appendix 15) 

15. Nistor, N., Dascalu, M., Stavarache, L.L., Tarnai, C., & Trausan-Matu, S. (2015). 
Predicting Newcomer Integration in Online Knowledge Communities by Automated 
Dialog Analysis. In State-of-the-Art and Future Directions of Smart Learning (Vol. 
Lecture Notes in Educational Technology, pp. 13–17). Berlin, Germany: Springer (ISI 
Indexed, Appendix 16) 

 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

Within this deliverable we have introduced a state-of-the-art approach relying on advanced 
Natural Language Processing techniques for analyzing Computer-Supported Collaborative 
Learning conversations and online communities in terms of: 

1. Gathering the most relevant concepts 
2. Assessing participant interaction and involvement 
3. Predicting students’ success rate 

An easily extensible Cohesion Network Analysis model going beyond classic Social Network 
Analysis integrated in ReaderBench was presented. Interactive visualizations and multiple use 
cases with extensive validations are provided, in tight connection to the corresponding 
referenced publications.  

ReaderBench has become a major part of the ecosystem of components offered in the RAGE 
Ecosystem Portal (also see D6.5). 

As a follow-up, the RAGE Ecosystem can incorporate similar analyses if additional data, 
including votes, comments or interactions with the platform would be available, or when 
adoption induced communities on platforms like Stack Exchange. These features are going to 
be integrated when a critical mass of content has been achieved within the RAGE Ecosystem. 
Until then, applying the software yields no useful results to portal users or operators, and the 
related features are not deployed with the Ecosystem at this point in time. 
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